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A novel t(7;13)(p12;q33wq34) in AML-M2
Chromosomal rearrangements in acute myeloid
leukemia (AML) frequently give rise to aberrant tran-
scripts, generating corresponding fusion proteins that are
responsible for disease onset (50% of all reported cases)
[1,2]. Five percent of such cases harbor rare rearrange-
ments, resulting either in new rare fusion products or in
the deregulation/truncation of specific genes [3]. We de-
tected a new t(7;13)(p12;q33wq34) in an AML-M2 case.

A 26-year-old man was admitted to hospital because of
petechiae and a 1-month history of physical weakness.
Physical and laboratory examination revealed asthenia,
hepatomegaly, anemia, thrombocytopenia, and a white
blood cell count of 76� 109/L, with 70% blasts in the
peripheral blood (PB). Cytogenetic analysis showed the
karyotype 46,XY,t(7;13)(p11;q34),inv(9)(p11q13)c[30]
(Fig. 1Ai). Immunophenotyping on bone marrow cells
revealed CD34þ, CD13þ, CD33þ, and CD117þ. AML-
M2 was diagnosed at that time. Induction and consolidation
treatment according to the IDICE LMA99 protocol was
administered, resulting in complete remission. Cytogenetic
analysis of the PB after remission showed the persistence of
the constitutional variant inv(9)(p11q13).

Genomic clones, defining the chromosome 7 and 13
breakpoints (BP), were used for fluorescent in situ hybrid-
ization (FISH) analysis, revealing that a more complex
rearrangement was present (Fig. 1Aii). The BP on chromo-
some 7 is located at 7p12, with a 48.4Mb portion between
7p12 and the telomere translocated to the derivative chro-
mosome 13 and a 51.4Mb portion between 7p12 and
the centromere retained on the derivative chromosome 7
(Fig. 1, Bi and Bii). The 3Mb portion included between
48.4 and 51.4Mb on the short arm of chromosome 7 was
deleted. Similarly, the 101.1Mb portion between the centro-
mere and 13q33~q34 was retained on the derivative chro-
mosome 13, and the 109.5Mb portion between 13q33~q34
and the telomere was translocated to the derivative chromo-
some 7. Again, the 8.4Mb portion between 101.1 and
109.5Mb on the long arm of chromosome 13 was deleted.
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More specifically, the chromosome 7 telomeric BP affected
the ABCA13 gene, with the 5’ portion retained on the deriv-
ative chromosome 13, and the 3’ part missing because of
the deletion (Fig. 1Bi). On the other side of the deletion,
the BP was placed in the proximity of the COBL gene,
upstream of its first exon (Fig. 1Bii). Likewise, on chromo-
some 13, the proximal BP affected the terminal portion of
the ITGBL1 gene, leaving its 5’ portion on the derivative
chromosome 13 and deleting the remaining (Fig. 1Biii),
whereas the distal BP mapped downstream to COL4A1
(Fig. 1Biv). As a result, on the derivative chromosome 7,
the rearrangement led to the juxtaposition of two regions
of chromosomes 7 and 13, with no specific gene involved,
as well as on the derivative chromosome 13 of the ABCA13
and ITGBL1 genes. Because of the opposite orientation of
the last two genes on the derivative chromosome, no aber-
rant fusion transcript could be generated (see Fig. 1Aii). We
then can conclude that the effects of this rearrangement are
the truncation of ABCA13 and ITGBL1, as well as the hap-
loinsufficiency of all the genes included in the chromosome
7e and 13edeleted regions (20 and 30 genes, respectively).
These alterations together might coincide with the AML
pathogenesis in this case. ABCA13 [4] is a member of
the ATP-binding cassette transporter superfamily, whereas
ITGBL1 [5] is a protein containing 10 tandem EGF-like
repeats, similar to those found in the b-integrin subunits.
To our knowledge, no involvement of these two genes with
leukemia has ever been described. Our results also provide
evidence that complex rearrangements might be hidden in
well-defined cytogenetic abnormalities, which a molecular
cytogenetic analysis is able to show instead.
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Fig 1. (Ai) Patient karyogram. Arrows indicate the derivative chromosomes 7 and 13. (Aii) Schematic representation of the chromosomes involved in the

rearrangement (normal chromosomes 7 and 13, and derivative chromosomes 7 and 13). The position of the retained genomic clones (bolded) is indicated both

on the normal and on the derivative chromosomes, as well as that of the deleted genomic clones (normal font), which is reported on the normal chromosomes.

Vertical black arrows indicate the 5’e3’ gene orientation. (B) Physical maps of the four chromosome regions affected by the rearrangement (derived from the

University of CaliforniaeSanta Cruz website, http://www.genome.ucsc.edu/ and adapted), with results from the corresponding fluorescent in situ

hybridization (FISH) experiments. FISH was performed as described [6], with genomic clones from either the RPCI (http://www.bacpac.chori.org/) or

CALTECH (http://www.tree.caltech.edu/) BAC libraries. Each clone was tested on metaphase spreads from a normal control, confirming its

chromosomal location and specificity. Retained clones are indicated in green, and deleted clones appear in red. Genes located in the involved regions are

represented as horizontal blue bars. The genomic structure, showing exons as vertical bars, is given. Blue arrows along the genes indicate their 5’/3’

orientation. The location of the BP area in each genomic region is indicated by dotted vertical brown lines. Representative results of the FISH

experiments are reported on the side of each map. (Bi) The ABCA13 region at 7p12. FISH results for the CTD-3120G20 and RP11-95E2 clones are

shown (the RP11-95E2 BAC clone is located at 50.5 Mb), indicating that both clones are deleted (one signal on the normal chromosome 7 only).

Involvement of the ABCA13 gene was also confirmed by Rapid Amplification of cDNA Ends (RACE)epolymerase chain reaction (PCR) experiments,

proving that the BP lies within intron 49. 3’-RACE-PCR experiments were performed with the SMART RACE cDNA Amplification Kit (Clontech, Palo

Alto, CA), according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Gene-specific primers are available upon request. RACE-PCR products were cloned (Topo-TA

cloning kit; Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and sequenced. (Bii) The COBL region at 7p12. FISH results for the BAC clone CTD-2021A8 are shown,

showing that it is retained on derivative chromosome 7 (one signal on the normal chromosome 7 and one signal on the derivative 7) and positioning the

BP upstream to the COBL gene. (Biii) The ITGBL1 region at 13q34. FISH results for the BAC clones CTD-2185H5 and CTD-2329D9 are reported,

showing that the first is retained (one signal on the normal chromosome 13 and one signal on the derivative chromosome 13), whereas the second is

deleted (one signal on the normal chromosome 13 only). The position of the retained and deleted clones clearly localize the BP within intron 7. (Biv)

The COL4A1 region at 13q33.1. FISH results for CTD-2173O10 are shown, indicating that this clone is translocated (one signal on the normal

chromosome 13 and one signal on the derivative chromosome 7), and that the BP is located downstream of the COL4A1 gene.
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